Exponent Ph.D. Dinner Seminar:
Learn About Engineering & Scientific Consulting!

Date: Wednesday, June 6th
Time: 5:00 - 6:00 pm
Location: Keller Reading Room, Biotech
Speaker: Corissa Lee, Ph.D.
Manager, Polymer Science & Materials Chemistry Practice

RSVP: Register Here!

Are you interested in consulting? Learn about a career in engineering and scientific consulting. Solve real world, applied problems using your engineering and scientific training, working with clients ranging from private industry to government agencies to legal professionals. Work in a multi-disciplinary setting with hundreds of bright, like-minded engineers and scientists from around the world. These are only a few of the everyday experiences you will encounter as an Engineer or Scientist at Exponent. Learn more about how your background can fit into this exciting world by attending this informational seminar. Examples of consulting projects will be presented.

Patricia Mafioletti, Recruiter  •  pmafioletti@exponent.com
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